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Using Labor Market Information to Improve Employment Outcomes

Mission:

To produce, analyze, and deliver labor statistics
that are relevant, timely, and accurate to
improve economic decision-making.

 Core data are produced in cooperation with the U.S.

Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and
Employment and Training Administration.
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Using Labor Market Information to Improve Employment Outcomes

Questions:
 How do you use LMI to improve employment outcomes?
 What role do third-party products play to improve
outcomes?
 What challenges have you faced? (Organizational, cultural,
with data relevance, data construct, U.S. DOL expectation)
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Determine Jobs in Demand
Broadly speaking…



Use of LMI can improve the alignment of
education and training to better meet the
hiring demands of business.
Determine jobs in demand. How?
Let me count the ways...
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Determine Jobs in Demand



Fastest growing occupations (by percent) from the state’s
Employment Projections program. It could be all those occupations
growing faster than the average or some other selected threshold percent.



Fastest growing occupations (by percent) from the state’s
Employment Projections program that also meet a selected wage
threshold. It could be those fastest growing occupations that pay a wage
equal to or greater than $15.00 per hour, for example.



Fastest growing occupations (by percent) from the state’s
Employment Projections program that also meet a selected
threshold for number of new jobs. It could be those fastest growing
occupations that also gain at least a 1,000 new jobs or more per year, for
example.
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Determine Jobs in Demand



Fastest growing occupations (by percent) from the state’s
Employment Projections program that come from targeted
industries for economic development. Advanced manufacturing could
be targeted, for example.



Fastest growing occupations (by percent) from the state’s
Employment Projections program for a specified
education/training level. It could be for the fastest occupations
requiring more than a high school degree but less than a bachelor’s degree,
for example.



Highest number of new jobs (by level) from the state’s
Employment Projections program. This listing could have thresholds
added on as shown above, such as wages, targeted industries, and/or
education levels.
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Determine Jobs in Demand



Highest number of online job ads or fastest gain in job ads by
occupation. This could be from the state’s job bank or other source, such
as Help Wanted OnLine from the Conference Board, for example.



Highest number or fastest growing online job ads and/or those
hardest to fill. This could be reposted online jobs.



Largest gap between occupational demand and supply. This could
be comparing demand occupations (from Employment Projections or online
ads) compared to supply (which could be training completers and job
seekers registered in the state’s career centers).



Employer hiring demands due to business recruitment or
expansion needing customized training. This could be from business
partnerships, or a new firm opening up in an area, or form coordination
efforts of business, workforce, economic development, and education all
working together.
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Determine Jobs in Demand



Determining jobs in demand can then drive the
allocation of training resources, leading to higher
placement rates, improved reemployment, lowered UI
benefit and welfare costs, stronger business expansion
and retention, expanded economic growth, and
improved standards of living.
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Selected Products and Services from a
State LMI Shop


Other selected LMI products and services that support improved
employment outcomes:



Labor supply/demand reports for recruitment and training
alignment
Labor cost analysis for business site selection for business
recruitment
Reemployment analysis using skills-matching
Economic impact analysis for job creation/return on
investment
GIS maps for career center location analysis, business
recruitment, and disaster analysis
Vacancy/hiring needs surveys for training alignment
Targeted occupations for training alignment
Targeted industry profiles for job creation
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Selected Products and Services from a
State LMI Shop











Employer listings for business recruitment, employer services,
and disaster analysis
Competitive analysis for prison industry staffing for
employment stability
Competitive analysis for federal rural business loans for
employment stability
Targeted Employment Areas (TEAs) for foreign investor
program for job creation
Labor shed and Census commuting patterns for job creation
Area job market profiles for economic development/job
creation
One-Stop Career Center LMI training for job search
workshops, resource rooms, career counselors, employer
representatives
UI Profiling to support reemployment
UI Wage Record follow-up analysis for performance reporting
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State LMI GIS Maps



Mapping examples to support positive
employment outcomes
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Examples of State LMI Maps
Where Residents Work in the Orlando Region

Note: Data are displayed by Census 2010 block groups from block level data.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD), 2011 Origin Destination Data – All Jobs.
Prepared by: Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, Bureau of Labor Market Statistics, July 2013.
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Examples of State LMI Maps

Where Non-Residents Commute to Work in the Orlando Region

Note: Data are displayed by Census 2010 block groups from block level data.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau, Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD), 2011 Origin Destination Data – All Jobs.
Prepared by: Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, Bureau of Labor Market Statistics, July 2013.
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Density of Job Seekers in the
Orlando Region

Note: Density calculations create a realistic interpretation of values displaying the predicted distribution of the data over a continuous surface.
Job seekers include individuals registered in Employ Florida Marketplace (EFM) between 04/01/2014 and 09/30/2014.
Prepared by: Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, Bureau of Labor Market Statistics, October 2014.
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Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill –

Accommodation and Food Service Industry
Establishments Along Florida’s West Coast
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Potential Employees in Aircraft
Manufacturing in the Jacksonville Region
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Location of Firms in Aviation and
Aerospace in the Jacksonville Region
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Employment Near Orlando International
Airport and Surrounding Counties
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Florida Employer Density and Wind Speeds
Hurricane Wilma
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Using Labor Market Information to Improve Employment Outcomes

Questions:
 How do you use LMI to improve employment outcomes?
 What role do third-party products play to improve
outcomes?
 What challenges have you faced? (Organizational, cultural,
with data relevance, data construct, U.S. DOL expectation)

 Open discussion…
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Contact Information
Rebecca Rust
Assistant Commissioner
Office of Occupational Statistics and
Employment Projections (OOSEP)
www.bls.gov/oes
www.bls.gov/emp
202-691-5701
rust.rebecca@bls.gov

